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Field Methods of the Project

on LinguisticChangeand Variation

0.l. Earlier sources for current ■eld techniques. The ■eld methods described
herearebasedon developmentsin sociolinguisticresearchwhich beganin theearly
[9605. Field methods used in Martha’s Vineyard (Labov I963) were modifications
of earlier techniquesused in dialectology,and the New York City study (Labov
I966) still showed some focus on lexical items which reflected the dialectological
tradition. The New York City study developed techniques for reducing formality in
face-to-face interviews and obtaining data on a wide range of styles; it included a
numberof field experimentssuch as minimal pair tests,subjectivereactiontests,
family background tests, self-report tests and testsof linguistic insecurity. as well as
the method of rapid and anonymous surveys. These methods were adopted to a
greater or lesser extent in a number of sociolinguistic surveys basedon individual
interviews: of Detroit (Shuy, Wolfram, and Riley I968); Panama City (Cedergren
I973); Norwich (Trudgill I972); Salt Lake City (Cook I969); Phaltan (Berntsen
I973); Philadelphia (Cofer I972); Bahia Blanca, Argentina (Weinberg I974);

Glasgow (Macaulay and Trevelyan I973), as well as a number of smaller studies.
Descriptions of these methods are available in Labov I966 (Ch. l-6); Shuy,
Wolfram, and Riley 1968; and Wolfram and Fasold I974.

A second tradition of ■eld methods stems from the work of Gumperz in

Hemnes(I964) which utilized participant-observationtechniquestoobtainrecorded
samples ofgroup interaction. Such recordings of group sessionswere integrated into
the studies of South Harlem (Labov, Cohen, Robins, and Lewis I968), along with

variousadvancesin face-to—faceinterviewing techniquesandfield experiments.
Methods for combining participant-observation and individual interviewing

have been developed in the various components of the study of the Philadelphia
speechcommunity by LCV,l particularly in King of Prussiaby A. Payne, in the Irish
and Italian communities by A. Bower, and in the Puerto Rican community by
S. Poplack. The modules used as conversational resources in the interviews are the
result of intensive development of early methods by members of the class on The
Study of the SpeechCommunity (Linguistics 560) from I972 to I976. The current
work of Baugh in Pacoima, California, representsthe further developmentof
systematic recording through participant-observations, while the current study of
Paris by Lennig has canted forward the methods of sampling the community
through individual interviews.

"The Project on Linguistic Change and Variation was supportedby the National Science
Foundation. The ■eld methods discussed here were developed under NSF Grants SOC75-t)()245 and
BNS76-809l0.
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Aims and Worklng Princlplos

The methods used by LCV are governed by two basic aims which are
mmctimes seen in opposition. On the one hand, we need a large volume of recorded

_g ccchof high enoughquality for instrumentalanalysisof vowels or the precise
judgments on the realizations of grammatical particles which are often reduced to

rapidlyarticulated,minimal featuresof sound.On theother hand,we placea very
high value on records of vernacular speech (see below) which show a minimum shift

or
accommodation of the presence of an outside observer. The tension between

thesetwo needs informs the basic dynamics of our developing ■eld methods over
the past fifteen years. The following ‘methodological axioms’ derived from Labov
1972(pp. 208-9) are actually working pn'nciples, basedon empirical ■ndings in the
sources cited above.

1.

I. There are no single style speakers. By “style shifting” we mean to ‘
include any consistent change in linguistic forms used by a speaker, qualitative or
quantitative, that can be associatedwith a change in topics, participants, channel, or
thebroader social context. Some speakershave a much wider range of style shifting

thanothers,andsomecommunitiesdo notshowanysigni■cantshift on featuresthat
areimportant style indicators in other communities. The most recent sound changes
are relatively insensitive to stylistic contexts, but most linguistic changes that are
well advanced show a wide range of style shifting.

2. Styles can be ranged along a single dimension, measured by the amount
n/"uttentionpaid to speech. This proposal is supported by observations of the factors
that lead to style shifting in various interview situations and naturalistic settings, as
well asexperimentalevidence(Mahl I972, Labov I972:p. 98). Attention paid to
speechappears to be mediated by the process of audio-monitoring, which can be
blockedby a wide rangeof factors.This statementis notequivalentto a naturalistic
analysis of style, which might require a very large number of dimensions, but
merelystatesthat stylescanbesoordered.

3. The vernacular, in which the minimum attention is paid to speech,
providesthe most systematicdata for linguistic analysis. The “vernacular” is
defined as that mode of speech that is acquired in pre-adolescent years. Its highly
regularcharacteris an empirical observation.The-vernacular included inherent
variation, but-the rules governing that variation appearto be more regular than those
operating in more formal “super-posed” styles that are acquired later in life. Each
speakerhas a vernacular form, in at least one language; this may be the prestige
dialect (as in the caseof “RP"), or a non-standard variety. In some cases,systematic
datacan be obtained from more formal speech styles, but we do not know this until
theyhavebeencalibratedagainstthevernacular.

4. Any systematic observation of a speaker defines a formal context where
morethan the minimum attention is paid to speech. We therefore do not expect to
findthevernacularusedin themainbodyof a ■rstface-to-faceinterview,no matter
howcasualor friendly the speaker may appear to be. We must assumethat there will
bedistinctchangesin a numberof linguistic variableswhenno outsideobserveris
present. -

-
5. Face-to-faceinterviewsare the only meansof obtainingthe volumeand

quality of recorded speech that is needed for quantitative analysis. In other words,
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quantitative analysis demands data obtained through the most obvious kind of

systematicobservation.
LCV is then faced with the “observer‘s paradox": Our aim is to observe how

people talk when they are not being observed. The problem is well known in other

fields under the name of the “experimenter effect," and the problem of minimizing

theexperimentereffect is onethathasreceiveda greatdealof attention.Werefer to
it asa paradoxsince it can never be solved completely in principle: the remainder of

this discussion is devoted to the various means by which we can approximate a
solution.

The original sources for the two models for field methods outlined above are
both extreme in the ways that they fail as solutions to the observer's paradox. Survey
methodology is a highly developed technique for obtaining a representative sample
of opinions and attitudes from an enumerated population, but the interactive

techniqueusedin suchsurveysis designedto keeprapportat a moderatelevel and
filter out all information that cannot be coded in the scheme developed. Here the

experimentereffect is maximal,andthecorrespondenceof theattitudesexpressedto
those that operate in every-day life is not easily determined. On the other hand. the
opposing approach used by social anthropologists and ethnographers fails as a
solution in the opposite way. The participant-observer may gather data on
interactive behavior with a minimum of observer effect, but very little linguistic data

can be recorded accurately in journals several hours after the event. Many
participant-observers feel quite limited in the extent that they can introduce
recording apparatus; when they do record group interaction with a minimum of
other observational effects, the data is limited in both quality and quantity.

Our basic goal is to modify both methods as far as we can to reduce these
limitations, and then combine both approaches to converge on the linguistic system

wehopeto describe.Therewill besourcesof error in participant-observationandin
face—to—faceinterviews, but they are complementary; by combining both methods.

we can estimate the degree and direction of error in our final statement of the rules
of the vernacular.

2. Neighborhood Studies

2.]. Aims and basic design. The original sociolinguistic surveys followed
the usual pattern of survey methodology by enumerating a population, selecting
individuals or households randomly from that population, and then interviewing
each of those by a standard instrument. When households are selected as the basic
unit, one individual may be randomly selected from that household. Stratified
random samples modify this method by selecting only those individuals whose sex.

age,class,andethnicity fill pre-specifiedcells to obtainrepresentativesof all types.
In all of these approaches, the view of the community which is obtained is

constructedfrom the speechproduced by those individuals in the interview
situation, together with their substantive responses to questions on relations with
and attitudes toward others. These data may be supplemented by occasional
observations of interaction on the interview site. Such surveys have given us the

most accurateand representative view of the social stratification of language. and a
Dartial view of the range of style shifting characteristic of the community. They do
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notgive a view of the linguistic interactionsthatproducesuchstratification which
must be reconstructed indirectly, and they do not give as close a

view,of
the

vernacularasstudiesof group interactiondo.
The studies of adolescent groups in South Harlem from l966 to I968 yielded ‘

the most accurate view of the vernacular in group sessions together with extended
interViews of individuals. The sociometric diagrams constructed of such groups
wereextremelyvaluablein explaining the distribution of linguistic forms (Labov
I972, Ch. 7?. This approach was not extended to the adult community however

Six neighborhood studies conducted by LC V from I972 to
I976‘are designed

to obtain a large amount of linguistic and social data on the major social networks
of

the-neighborhoods. They include long-range participant-observation which permits
unlimited access to the linguistic competence of the central figures of those
networks. along with recordings of group interaction in which the vernacular is
displayed with minimum interference from the effects of observation. ‘

.
_Atthe sametime, the neighborhoodstudiesutilize systematicsociolinguistic

iiitcrwews to obtain comparable data on all members of the social network. ‘

_
2.2. Selection of a neighborhood. The neighborhoods selected for study

lorm a judgment sample of the city in the largest sense: the priorities of selection
are ordered. in accordance with major residential, class, and ethnic groups mostcharacteristic of the city. There are not enough neighborhoods involved to form ‘a
sample representative of the city as a whole, however. and without supplementa
data these neighborhood studies cannot be considered to yield a representative

viersi:

ol the Philadelphia speech community. Their primary function is to achieve de th
rather than breadth. P ‘

) . .

lnlormation on census tracts. and previous studies of ethnic distributions in
l hiladelphia are consulted to identify blocks that are located centrally in the main
ethnic and classgroups. Data from our own random and anonymous surveys are also
utilized for this purpose. Within each of theseareas, a single block is selected

as
an

initial research site. These characteristics motivate our selection of a block. .

a. Residentially stable with close to full occupation of dwelling units. and many adult
reSidentswho have lived in the area since childhood.

b. Relatively-soft interfaces between public and private space, with a resultant high level
of interaction of residents.

c. A moderate number of shopping and recreation sites in the immediate vicinity with a
consequent high level of local interaction.

2.3. Entry into the neighborhood. The first entry into neighborhood social
networks utilizes two basic strategies. One is contact with individuals and “small

groupswhomakethemselvesavailablefor socialinteractionon theblock. Studiesoftheuseof publicandprivatespace,alongwith particularsketchesandsurveys
ofithe

block in question, provide an overall view of the times and places at which peo le
make themselves so available. The second approach is through persons who

Ere

centrally locatedin social institutionswith anoverviewof theneighborhood
local

stores, groceries, barber shops, post of■ces, fraternal organizations, churches
and

schools.In middle-classneighborhoodswith widely detachedhouses.the second
strategy has proven most effective, particularly with the use of higher status
Institutions such as churches and schools. In working class neighborhoods‘ first
contactshavebeenmostfrequentlymadethroughinformal channels. H
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The initial presentation of LCV field workers. is consistent in. general

principles. though it may vary in detail .with the personality. age. and sex of the‘liel‘d

worker. Wepresent an accurate view of our arms and.interests in.the broadest sense.
including the study of language featurescharacteristic ol the neighborhood wrtliout

singling languageout for specific attention. Qur overall aim is getting to knowtlic
neighborhood: how people get along; how it has changed or maintained itsell.
whether living on the block brings pe0ple together or pullsthem further apart. and

how this neighborhood may bedifferent from others. In talking about the [nullVil‘lltm
andresultsofour study. we emphasize the problems that are the joint concern ol our
work and the people in the neighborhood: the changes that are taking. place in
American cities. how living in the cities affects people and their ways oflile. As our
contactswith people grow. it appears that we have a particular interest in language
and local dialect. and our continued interest in recording is motivated‘by this

concern. But our interest in language is placed within a larger framework of interest

in narrativeaccountsof daily life. in confrontations and.accommodations.in
relationsof ethnic groups and educational problems. Since the papers and
publicationsof membersof LCV re■ectthis wider rangeof interest.we haveno
difficulty in justifying a long-term involvement“ With the .socral lite .0... the
neighborhood along with formal inquiry and field experiments specrlically
concernedwith language.

2.4. The sociolinguistic interview. The first recorded conversation with a
memberof the speech community usually follows a well developed strategy which

may be entitled “the sociolinguistic interview. " ln conception and design. current
methods are descended from the interviews developed in socrolinguistic sarvcss
(Labov I9662Ch. 5. Appendix A; Shuy. Wolfram. and Riley I968; Labov. .Cohm."
andRobins I965). However. the developments of the past ten years have earned this
techniqueconsiderably beyond that starting point. eliminating many of the elements
that still showed the inheritance from traditional dialectology. Our present.methods

areinformedconsiderablyby studiesof conversationoutsideof the intervrew.
The sociolinguistic interview is governed by a number of goals. some

complementary but others contradictory:

l. to record with reasonable fidelity from one to two hours of speech from each speaker.

2. to obtain the full range of demographic data necessary for the analysis of
sociolinguistic patterns (age; residential. school. occupation. and language history;
family location and relations; income. rent or house values; group memberships and
associations).

.3. to obtain comparableresponsesto questionsthat define contrasting attitudesand
experiences among various sub-cultures (experience of the danger of death; late:
premonitions;fighting and rules for a fair fight; attitudestowardsother racial and
ethnic groups; educational aspirations).

4. to elicit narratives of personal experience. where community norms and styles of
personal interaction are most plainly revealed. and where style is regularly shifted
towards the vernacular.

.
5. to stimulategroup interactionamongthe peoplepresent.andso recordconversation

notaddressedto the interviewer.
(i. to isolate from a range of topics those of greatest interest to the speaker. and allow him

or her to lead in defining the topic of conversation.
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7. to trace the patterns of communication among members of the neighborhood. and
establish the position of the speaker in the communication network.

8. to obtaina recordof overtattitudestowardslanguage.linguistic featuresand linguistic
stereotypes.

lit. to obtain specific information on linguistic structures through formal elicitation:
reading texts and word lists.

It). to carry out field experiments on subjective reactions towards perceptions of linguistic
forms (minimal pair and commutation tests; self—report tests; subjective reaction tests;
family background tests).

The technique of the sociolinguistic interview must be responsive to this
variety of goals. Goals 2—3and 7—ID are best carried out within a reasonably formal
framework. where interviewers are guided by protocols that give comparable
results. lf the language style involves shifts towards more careful speech. that may
be a necessary price to be paid for comparability. On the other hand. the
predominantconcern of the interviewer is in shifting the style towards the
vernacular; goals 4—6implement this shift. If the drive towards personal narrative.
interest and tangential shifting becomes over-dominant. we wind up with large
bodies of speech. close to vernacular style. of great intrinsic interest. but very
difficult to use in obtaining measures of language structure and use across the
community.

It is important to note that the steps needed to record a high quality signal
(goal I) may increase the observer effect. The use of a lavaliere dynamic
microphone such as the Sennheiser MD—2l4 reduces the obtrusiveness of a table
microphone. and insures optimal signal-to-noise ratio. But careful pre-testing of
recording. and monitoring ofa VU-meter. are essential to avoid distortion and insure
consistent results. and any steps taken to reduce this monitoring have proven
counterproductive. Further details on recording techniques are given in section 2.5.

The technical development of the sociolinguistic interview is aimed at
maximizing overall progress in achieving goals l—lt). This development involves
two technical devices: (a) the module and (b) the conversational network.

2.4.l. The module. The conversational module is a group of questions
focusing on a particular topic: i.e.. children's games. premonitions. the danger of
death. aspirations. etc. The generalized set of such modules. Q-GEN-ll. represents
a conversational resource on which the interviewer draws in constructing an
interview schedule.

Many questions within a particular module have beenshapedover a number of
yearsby three processes:

a. Responses to generalized foci of interest. Attention to goal 6 has led to
the recognition that several general foci of interest apply across many speech
communities: death and the danger of death; sex; and moral indignation. The waysin which theseconcernsappearin an interview format may be particular to each
community.particularly in the caseof sex. But other questionscan be shaped
generallyfor many communities:e.g.. “Did you ever havea dream that really
scaredyou?" “Were you ever in a situation whereyou were in seriousdangerof
getting killed?"

b. Colloquial format. Many inexperienced interviewers. formulating ques-tions without preparation. will exhibit a bookish lexicon and grammar. or show the
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in■uenceof surveymethodology.The questionsformulatedin our modulesprovide
a guide to colloquial style, which may then be further modified to fit the particular

styleof the interviewer andthecurrentlexiconof thespeechcommunity.
c. Shortening. Questions formulated without preparation tend to be quite

long, with manyre-stans.Onegoverningprinciple is thatmodulequestionsshould
take less than ■ve seconds to deliver and in many cases, less than one second.

d. Feedback. Questions may first be formulated from an outsider’s point of
view, as in “Do you play the numbers around here?" But information from many
speakers is accumulated to transform the question into one that presupposes a
generalized state of affairs, and looks to the particular issuesof interest.

All three of these formatting processeshave operatedeffectively to producethe
central question from our Module 9. on Family:

Did you ever get blamed for something you didn’t do?

The normal practice is for an interviewer to becomeintimately accquainted
with a moduleformat, andto adaptquestionsto his owncolloquialstyle. However,
some questions are marked with a double asterisk (**) to indicate that they should

be asked in exactly the words indicated, ■rst to achieve comparability, and second

becauseexperience has shown that the wording is close to optimal.

Modules show a certaindegreeof hierarchicalstructure.A section usually
begins with a general question, and then proceeds to more detailed issues. which

may be penetrated to the extent the interviewer’s and speaker‘s interests allow.
Others contain check lists, as in Module 2, Children's Games, which are to be run

through rapidly to test the subject’s recognition of certain items.

2.4.2. The network. The modules are combined into a conversational

network by the interviewer. Modules are selected by the interviewer from the

general resource ■le Q-GEN-ll to construct a conversational network, in which

modules are connected at transitional points through close associations.Most
modules begin and end with transitional questionswhich permit links to many other

networks.This Module 3, Fights,beginswith thequestion:

0. What did (do) fights start about around here?

with choice of past or present form dictated by the age of the speaker. This may be
linked with Module 2, Games, where arguments start over tough tackles, or with

Module ll, Peer Groups, in the discussion of friends getting mad at each other.

Module 3 ends with

5. Do girls ■ght around here?

.
I. Did you ever get into a ■ght with a girl?

and can lead into Module 4. 1, Dating patterns, going steady,etc., which can begin

with thequestion“What arethegirls really like aroundhere?"Suchtransitionscan
be initiated by the interviewer or may occur naturally in the course of the

conversation. Generalizednetworks for particular communities are sometimes
created, showing various points of entry into the network depending on the age. 86L
andsocialclassof the subjects. .
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FIGURE1. Characteristic network at modules lor adolescent or young adult speaker.

.
Figure I shows a typical network of topics used with working class adults in

Philadelphia.The interview is entered via Module l, Demography,and then
proceedseither to Module l6, Work, or to Module 2, Boys’ Games. From that
pornt,onecanproceedto Module 1l, PeerGroup,or to Module l5 andthento the
sub-networkformedby Fights (3), Crime in theStreets(l4). Dangerof Death(6)Fear (7), Dreams (8), and Religion ([0). Another sub-network is formed by
Family (9), Dating (4), and Marriage (5).

TheLanguagemodule(20) is indicatedseparately,sincethis is introducedin axlrlety of waysasadistinctareaof interest,sometimesin acontinuedinterview(seeow).

net
2.4.3. The use of modulesand networks. The modules,assembledinto

Works, form a set of conversational resources to assist in accomplishing the

35
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FIGURE 2. TOpicshifting in a sociolinguistic interview with Diane 8.. 21. Kensington.

Interviewer: Anne Bower.

aforementionedgoals l—lO.The network is a guidefor the interviewerasheor she

constructsa simulatedconversationwhich follows principlesquite similar to the
unfocused conversations of everyday life. The interviewer does initiate topics, often

with questions; this is an expected role. But there is no rigid insistence upon a pre-

setorderof topics,andideallythe interviewerplaysapartin theconversationWthh
' .- " ‘* """"“"""" volunteeringexperience.respondingto
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new issues, and following the subject’s main interests and ideas wherever they go
(see2.4.4 below). Interviewersvary in thedegreeto which theyutilize thestructure
of the network, but the most successfulinterviews follow a path which is both
natural to the speaker and comparable to other paths. Figure 2 shows the networks
of interview topics followed in an interview between A. Bower of LCV and
Diane 3., 2l

.
of Kensington. An hour and a half of conversation began with child

raising, then shifted to demographic data, to Diane's job (Mod. 16) and then to

family(Mod. 9). Thediscussionof dating(Mod. 4) thenturnedbackto family in the
form of daughter-mother relationships, which allowed the interviewer to include the
central question on blame (“Did you ever get blamed for something you didn’t
(1017"), particularly valuable for stimulating narratives centered on moral indigna-

tion. The interviewer then returned to demographic questions and obtained a large
amount of data on the family as a whole before shifting rather abruptly to girls‘
games (Mod. 2.3), which led to narratives of fights and the rules for fair fights

(Mod. 3) and back to family relationships as the question of punishment came up.
The interviewer sensed that Diane had a strong interest in children’s games,

andreturnedmanytimesto this theme
.
.back to thegamesyou playedasa kid";

each time, this theme led in a new direction by a different set of associations. The

seconddiscussionof gamesled to adiscussionof friends,their teen-agegames,and
hackto dating, which involved a sidediscussionof Diane’sphilosophyof life, and
then a natural extension to marriage (Mod. 5), ethnic differences (Mod. l2), and
back to jobs, school (Mod. 15), crime in the neighborhood (Mod. l4). Diane’s job
again, and her philosophy of life again. The interviewer returned a third time to the
themeof Diane's childhood:

“Getting back to when you were a kid, was there anyone you didn't like?"

This led to a generaldiscussionof the block, and a discussionof the meaningof
“step” vs. “stoop", andtheninto language(Mod. 20). A fourthreturnto childhood
games,and “Mischief Night" in particular, led to a much wider variety of topics,
endingwith morefamily informationandadiscussionof family relationshipson the
block.

The associational network of this interview was similar to that of the
spontaneousconversations we monitored for topic structure. At the same time, it
was guided by the interviewer to gradually build up a complete view of Diane’s
family relationships and the residential, educational, and job history of the other
pe0ple in her social network, and a great deal of information on social relations in
theneighborhood (goal 2). The interviewer is particularly alert to Diane’s display of
interest(goal 6), and recognizedthat pre-adolescentand adolescentactivities
formed an “ultra-rich” topic which could be used again and again without
exhausting interest. Figure 2 shows by the letter N the location of narratives of

personalexperience(goal4). All in all, nineof thetenaimsof the interviewprocess
werewell developedin this interview.

.
2.4.4. Theprinciple of tangentialshifting2 Throughoutthe sociolinguistic

Interview, there is careful attention to any contribution by the speaker which
representsa tangentor shift of topic away from the topic which the interviewer

2This terminology and the principle are the work of Ivan Sag and Group 3 of the Linguistics 560
class, ”Study of the Speech Community," from I972 to I973.
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initiated.The sociolinguistic interview is considereda failure if thespeakerdoesno
more than answer questions. It is the additional material that the speaker provides,

\

beyondthe initial question, which providesthe main substanceof the interview.
1
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2.4.5. Power relationships in the interview setting. One of the crucial

elements that determine the course of a sociolinguistic interview and further

contactsis the relative degreeof authority of the interviewer and speaker.The
“observer’s paradox” is not to be seen as absolute, but closely linked to the

perceivedrelationshipof anoutsideobserverin adominatingclass(EncrevéI976).
The intervieweris engagedin anoccupationthatclearlypoints to membershipin a
middle—classinstitution of some kind—research or journalism. Any identification

of the interviewer as a teacher would stress the fact that he is a person that
information ■ows from, not to.’ The basic counter-strategy of the sociolinguistic

interviewis to emphasizethepositionof the interviewerasa learner.in a positionof
lowerauthority than the personhe is talking to.

This favorable interactive position can only be achieved by a thoroughgoing

rejectionof the authority that stemsfrom associationwith the dominating social
class. Sociolinguistic interviewers must continually monitor their behavior for any
signsof this authority. They must review their lexical andgrammaticalchoicesto
remove any evidence of bookishness or in■uence of literary language. and

ruthlesslyplane away all remainsof conspicuousostentationto achievea plain.
unvarnishedstyle. On thepositiveside. thesociolinguisticinterviewerwill develop
his own useof colloquial idiom, evenat the expenseof generalizedintelligibility.
The extent and style of morphological condensation will show similar adjustments.

in the direction of the local dialect. It is not uncommon for interviewers to make

partial phonetic shifts towards a local dialect; as long as this is not so extreme as to
be seenas an imitation of that dialect. it will be acceptedasa symbolic entry into the

local value system.
On the interactive level, the interviewer will work to develop a position of

lower authority and lesser consequence in the conversation. One part of this

behavior is a consequence of the principles already developed. In monitoring the

rise and fall of interest shown by the speaker.he naturally attendsclosely to
everything being said, and gives the other more than the time needed to finish one
idea and launch into a new one. His interest must not be a mechanical one. and he

must not be distracted from the content of what is being said by too much attention

to the speaker’s phonology or syntax. The interviewer must have a keen appreciation

of the strengths and expertise of the speaker: a genuine and profound interest in what

thespeakerknows. If hepaysattention,he is boundto learnandabsorbknowledge
that will be fed back into future interviews. and raise his discussions with others to a

higherlevel of interestandexpertise. '
Experienced interviewers work towards steadily removing themselves from a

position of consequence in the conversation being conducted. When a third or fourth

person appears. their attention will then not be drawn to the interviewer and what he

is doing, but ratherto thesubjectof theconversation,and it is quite possiblefor a
face-to-faceconversationbetweenthe interviewerandspeakerto graduallyshift to a
general conversation where the interviewer plays a very small part.

In one respect, the interviewer should retain his authority: in his own area of

expertise in making recordings. He should feel free to suggest where the others

‘ This impressionis con■rmedby theconcreteexperienceof two graduatestudentswho spenta

summerinterviewing in two areasof Philadelphiato obtaindataon theuseof tensemarkersin narratIVC-
They presented themselves as school teachers who wanted to know more about the community. Though

they met with the usual warm reception in working-class areas. they obtained very few personal

narratives and very little relevant data as a consequence.
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might sit so that he can get the best sound; if outdoors. to move out of the wind or

awayfrom the street; If Indoors, to turn off the sound on the televnsnonset, turn off

electric fans. or move away from a noisy motor. Once subjects have agreed to make

a
recording. they have the same investment in obtaining good results as the

interviewer,andthey will beevenmoredisappointedif theplaybackis distortedby
reverberationor outside noise.

2.4.6. Continued interviews. Given the nature of our neighborhood studies

as continuous contact with the speech community, there is no imperative to
wniplcte an interview schedule in a single session. In many cases. the goals l—lO

arecarried out in several sessions. In fact, the recording of group interaction under

goal 5 is best carried out by participant-observation in the months following the

initial interview(seethediscussionof groupsessionsin section4, below). But the
goalsof the individual interview are quite distinct from those of group sessions, and
it is thereforenecessaryanddesirableto continuethe formatof the initial interview

in secondor third meetings with subjects as individuals or pairs. The familiarization

processwhich is evident throughout the individual interview (Labov |972z97-98)

continuesto reduce the level of formal constraints in these continued sessions, but

the fundamental dynamics are the same as those sketched above.

In current neighborhood studies of Philadelphia, 3 second complete series of
individual interviews was carried out centered around a group of communication

modules.These modules outline the location of the speaker‘s social networks——

hoth family and friends—in relation to the block. They investigate the kinds of help

thatneighborhoodpeoplegive eachother thatbring them into social relations—re—
directing mail. baby-sitting, relaying maternity clothes. emergencies, and sickness.

A secondareadeals with socializing—sports. afternoon and evening gatherings. A
third module deals with the telephone. of special interest to us in obtaining data that

relatestheneighborhoodstudiesto telephoneinterviews(seesection3. below). A
lomth module concerns privacy and the lack of it: gossip. friendship. and the

breakingoff of social relations.
The ultimate extension of such continued interviews is a series of confidential

conversations that the ■eld worker recorded with the central informant in each
neighborhood: She obtained a sketch of the social position and history of each

residentontheblock, from thepointof viewof her informant. After severalyearsof
intimacy and familiarization, this catalogue laid bare many of the determinants of
social behavior that would have been hidden from view in initial interviews.
Becausesuch data is charged with strong social significance. the recordings are
separatedfrom the normal archiving procedures and are not available even to
members of the research staff without special precautions (see section 7, below).

Continued interviews allow us to resolve part of the contradiction inherent in
the interview format: The need to follow the principles of unfocused conversation
and tangential shifting con■icts with the need to acquire comparable data. As we
reviewfirst interviews,we find that questionsneededfor comparability (such as
attitudes towards fate or educational aspirations) were sometimes passed by in the

courseof following the speaker's natural interests. and for one reasonor another, the
Interviewer never returned through the conversational network to that area. These
“mmtssionsarethensystematicallyrepairedin thesecondinterview.

The construction of effective subjective reaction, self-report. and family
MCkgroundtestsoften requireslong familiarity with the speechcommunity,and it
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regularly happens that theseare not completed until many first interviews have been

carried out. Such tests will regularly find a place in continued interViews.

2.4.7. The re-construction of modules through feedback. Throughout our
research in the speechcommunity. new information on speakers actiViiies.-
interests. and the central concerns of the neighborhood flows back through answers

to questions and through new topics initiated by the speakers. In constructipg hew
questions, and improving old ones, we regularly feed back this new inlormation into
the module construction. The quality of the conversations that follow shows a
steady shift towards more involvement of the speaker, longer discussions. and more
narrative.

.A first approach to a new neighborhood, sub-culture, or geographic area
inevitably involvesthe interviewerin thepositionof theoutSider.Thepositionasan
outsiderreinforcesthe initial appealfor help,andmostpeoplerespondfavorablyto.
that appeal. But it will appearthat it is very difficult to maintaina conversationol

any length or involvement with someone who is a rank'beginner: there is simply too
much to explain. and no handle on where to start. It is only when the new person

showssomeunderstandingof thecritical issues,andasksquestionsthatpointat real
problemsof concernto localpeople,that theconversationtakesonlifc. An outsider

cannot easily reach the areasof disputed knowledge that form the locus of extended

discussion. Therefore the interviewer is continually reconstructing modules in order

to advancemorerapidly into theareasof interest.
. . . .Module l |.| shows the beginnings of such development in the discussion of

girls' social activities. Question I concerns pajama panics. and begins Wllh a pair ol

very general inquiries:

I. Do you everhavepajamaparties?

.
l
.

What do you do?

Thesehave too little focus to producevery much responsefrom mostadolescent
girls. But the following questionsfeedbackinto the interViewsituationtheresultsol

a few productive early sessions:

.I. Do you play the ouija board?

.2. Have you ever had a seance?

.3. Do levitation?

In a variety of speech communities throughout the United States, these questions
have opened up an area of excited discussmn. But the process of feedback is not

complete here, and there are several routes to follow. An experienced ‘l’nICI‘VILWLr

will avoid the issueasto whetherlevitationor ouuaboards“really work. ‘andgoon
to inquire into caseswhere the subjects were “really scared.‘ Candles often go out

at crucial moments; boards say things that seem to go beyond c0inCidence. and as

soon as disbelief is suspended,stories multiply.

2.5. Field experiments. The study of. sociolinguistic stratification in blew

York City (Labov I966) introduced a series of field experiments into the interView
format which were further developed in the South Harlem'study'and elsewheie.

They may be characterized briefly where descriptions are available in the literature.
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2.5.l. Minimal pair tests. The simplest form of controlled inquiry into
speechperception is a list of pairs: The speaker is asked to repeateach one, and then
say whether they are the same or different (Labov I966:596; Labov, Cohen, and
Robins I965). Ways in which such tests fail to reflect the vernacular or productive
system are outlined in Labov, Yaeger, and Steiner (I9721230-35), and in particular,

caseswhere the speaker pronounces the two words differently but says they are the
same.

2.5.2. Commutation tests. References to commutation tests may be found
in Harris I95 I

,
but we do not know of any systematic report on commutation tests

before Labov, Yaeger,and Steiner ( I972z236-57). A pair of words distinguished by
one phonemic opposition appears in a randomized list of five instances of each. In
one form of the test, one native speaker reads the list, and another identifies the
words. In another, a'listener may be asked to identify his own pronunciations
recorded from a previous reading. Commutation tests were introduced when it was
found that in many dialects there were marginal oppositions that were consistently
maintained in speech (though with a small margin of security) but that could not be
labelled in minimal pair or commutation tests by native speakers.

In Philadelphia, we have been systematically investigating the near-merger of
mu and lar/ as in merry vs. Murray, and the full merger of lohr/ and /uhr/ as in tore
vs. tour, using minimal pair and commutation tests.

2.5.3. Embedded contrast tests. The development of a more naturalistic
contrast test was motivated by the failure of native speakers to label contrasts in
commutation tests that they themselves made in speech. It is possible that a speaker
could fail to label a contrast in a formal test but could utilize the phonetic contrast
unconsciously to distinguish words in the course of ordinary conversation. To test
this possibility, we devised embedded contrast testswhich focus on a moral problem
without any evidence of attention to the problem of phonological contrast. Earlier
reading tests (Labov 1966:598) have embedded phonological contrast in close
connection without a focus of attention (“.

.
.ask a subway guard. My God! l

thought.
.
.that’s one way to get lost in New York City"). But no semantic

interpretationdependedon thecontrast.
Embedded contrast tests usea narrative that develops a seriesof well-balanced

semantic alternatives that can be resolved in one way or another through a single
lexical choice. That choice is then maintained through a following series of
sentencesthatarecompletelyconsistentwith eitherchoice.Whentheexperimenter
obtains the subject’s judgment on the moral issues involved, the semantic
interpretation that he made is well fixed and easy to determine.

The most highly developed example of an embedded contrast experiment is
“TheCoach." After it appearedthat Philadelphianscannotpassa commutationtest
with merry vs. Murray, but still maintain a consistent difference in speech, we
decidedto examine the possibility that listenerscould use the distinction in
unreflectingsemanticinterpretationof connectedtext. It wasnecessaryto avoidanyfocus on language, so that contrasts such as Murray V8. merry were to be avoided.
Thecontrastwas testedthrough the unobtrusivepair, ‘Merion' (a Philadelphia
SUburb)and‘Murray in’.

The necessarycontext was established through a fairly long narrative about a
coachof a Little League team under pressure to play girls on his team. The name
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Murray was established for a boy who tried very hard but couldn’t catch anything.
The name Merion was established as a nickname for a girl whose rich and
overbearing mother came from Lower Merion. The coach gave both Murray and
Merion the title of First Utility Out■elder. At a crucial moment in the series, the
center ■elder was injured, and the coach found himself in a dilemma: which first
utility out■elder to play? He considered the alternatives and decided,

“No help for it. I’ve got to play [marian] there!"

In various versions of the text, the word in phonetics is the natural pronunciation of

a Philadelphia speaker who had intended to say ‘Merion’; in a second version, the
words ‘Murray in’ are intended. The resultant difference [a] in the first vowel is
about l00 Hz. F2. Two other versions use exaggerated differences of 250 Hz. F2.

After the final question, “Did he do the right thing?" the subject's opinion on
the moral issuesdemonstrateswhetherbe interpretedthephoneticform as ‘Murray
in’ or ‘Merion’. The semantics are balanced enough to give about equal numbers of
each response for those who do not hear the difference. The experimenter then
replays the section where the coach reasons through the problem and in this version
the opposingphonemeis usedin the key sentence.The subjectthenhasa second
opportunity to demonstrate whether or not he can utilize the phonetic difference to
distinguish words.

2.5.4. Self-report tests. A self-report test presentssubjects with a recorded

set of phonetic variants, and asks them to select the one that they themselves use
most often (Labov 1966:456-74, Trudgill I972). It is found that subjects regularly
shift in the direction of the prestigenorm, thougha reverseshift was found by
Trudgill among men in Norwich (1972). In Philadelphia, we have utilized self-

report tests in continued interviews for the major sound changes in progress.

2.5.5. Subjective reaction tests. The original subjective reaction or subjec-
tive evaluation tests (Labov l966:405-54) were a linguistic adaptation of Lambcn‘s
“matched guise" tests (Lambert et al. I960). A subject makes judgments of the
personalities or social attributes of a recorded series of speakers. Among these
speakers, the same person recurs using different linguistic forms. Whereas
Lamben’s methods use linguistically unanalyzed forms of the dialects or languages

that are judged impressionisticallyby expertsto be characteristic,the linguistic
approach concentrates the variables of interest in individual sentences,and contrasts
reactions to these with reactions to neutral sentencesor with different values of the

same variable, as used by the same speaker.
Subjective evaluation tests were utilized in the South Harlem study in a way

that elicited covert as well as overt value systems(Labov et al. [9681“, 2l7-88;
Labov I972z250) and the general principles behind the linguistic adaptation are
given in Labov I9722247-51.In our Philadelphiastudy,a subjectiveevaluationtest
has been developed by S. Herman, with a balanced design using four speakers and
■ve linguistic variables.

2.5.6. Family background tests. Many linguistic investigators have exam-
ined the ability of subjects to identify speakers' class or ethnic background on the
basis of their speech, e.g., Shuy, Baratz, and Wolfram I969. Such tests are not

‘V
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controlled for either linguistic featuresor voice qualifier, but they do reveal
something of the subjects‘ sensitivity to markers of ethnic identity, and stimulate
research to determine what those features are. The South Harlem study used
marginal speakers to determine how judges could be systematically wrong, though

somedegreeof specialsensitivityon the partof black subjectsemerged(Labov et
al. I968zll, 266—83).Underwood(I975) useda seriesof ten adjective pairs to
register reactions by Arkansas subjects to ten different dialects, unanalyzed, but

addeda requestfor racial identi■cation;this showedthat Arkansawyersregularly
transferred their negative reaction to white South Carolineans who they judged to be
black.

In Philadelphia, we have begun work with a family background test that is
specialized to narrative style, in order to see if there are subjective correlates to the
larger discourse features that seem to be characteristic of the Italian, lrish, or Jewish

subgroups.

2.5.7. Linguistic insecurity tests. The New York City study Usedeighteen
alternativepronunciationsto measurelinguistic insecurity (Labov I966z474-8l).
Subjects are asked to circle one of two numbers corresponding to the pronunciation
that they think is correct and afterwards, to do the same to indicate their own
pronunciation.The itemsusedwere lexical alternantsthat hadbecomestereotypes
of correctness or pretension in New York City such as [ant] vs. laentl for aunt, or
[ve'zl vs. Ivazz] for vase. Here the measure of insecurity was the number of items
where the two judgments were different. Underwood (1975) used a similar test for
analyzing insecurity among Arkansas subjects, using phonological alternations such
as Idogl vs. |d3”g] for dog as a token of the long open 0 class. These were then
comparedto thephoneticrealizationsof this phonemein spontaneousspeech.

In Philadelphia, we have adapted the New York City model in our continued
interviews, and added a series of grammatical features.

2.5.8. Frequency tests. Our researchon the social significance of linguistic
variationhasbeenprimarily con■nedto theexaminationof thesocialdistributionof
variants in production. The question of subjective correlates of these stable
quantitative patterns remains an open question. The subjective reaction tests for (r)
in New York City showeda strong differential reaction to variable(r) as against
categorical [r] pronunciation (Labov l966:430-36), but the ■ne-grained pattern of
stylistic and social differentiation within the variable class was not tested for
subjective reactions. In Philadelphia, we have begun to develop field tests for
examining subjective reactions to differing distributions of the variable. There is
indirect evidence that quantitative perceptions are transformed into qualitative
subjects, often categorical. In Philadelphia, a test developed by S. Herman
examines differential responses to the realization of (ing). Subjects are asked to
Judgea speaker'ssuccessin improving his Speech,andheara story readin which
every sentence has one progressive suf■x. There are three forms of the stimulus
tapes:in A the ■rst ■ve are [in], the second ■ve [In]; in B, the order of the blocks is
reversed;and in C, the two forms alternate. lf speakersare continuously sensitive to
frequencies, then reactions to A, B, and C may be quite similar, but if monitoring of
flEqUenciesis terminatedby categoricaljudgments,A and B shouldproduceverydifferent types of reactions.
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3. The Telephone Survey

3.l. The sampling problem. The sociolinguistic study of New York City

was a survey of individuals on the Lower East Side, enumerated and selected in the

courseof a prior surveycarriedout by sociologists.Studiesof Detroit. Norwich,
PanamaCity, and Montreal were also surveys of individuals, randomly selected

from a population with various adjustments, to obtain social stratification and deal

with refusals or absences. The strength of these surveys is their representative

character:By following the principles of survey methodology, we can be sure that

our results hold true within some degree of error for some well-defined population.

The South Harlem study also included a random survey of adults. But the primary

datawereobtained from the studies of adolescent groups in the l l2th to l l8th Street

area.Given the nature of adolescent organization, we can state that within a certain

area,we studied all the named groups, and various efforts were made to estimate the

relation of thesegroups to the total population, including a complete enumeration of

one apartment building (Labov et al. I96813 1-40).

The weakness of these studies lies in their approximation of the language

obtained to the vernacular, and in the problem of explanation. After an individual is

placed in a certain position in the pattern of stylistic and social stratification, we
must resort to speculation and indirect evidence to find the factors responsible for

his achieving that position. In the course of the interview, he may refer to
organizations he is a member of, to family or friends he sees in daily life, to
referencegroups that might influence his language. But we rarely have recordings of

his interaction with those groups, and our speculations on how they might affect his

languagemust remain speculations.

3.2. The Philadelphia sample. In the Philadelphiastudy,we haveconcen-
tratedour major efforts on six neighborhoodstudies.Theseincludetwo working-
class neighborhoods that are predominantly Italian and Irish; a lower-class Pucrto

Rican neighborhood; a lower-middle-class neighborhood that is predominantly

Catholicwith a fair variety of ethnicrepresentation.In addition,we haveaccessto
data from a number of other neighborhood studies that include working—classand

middle-class neighborhoods, black and white, carried out by students and others

associatedwith our research project. These neighborhood studies give us a view of

characteristic Philadelphia patterns in a wide range of geographic areas, with a fairly

‘ wide spreadof social classmembershipwithin andacrossneighborhoods.But the
neighborhoods were not chosen as part of a systematic enumeration and random

selection, and we cannot say for certain which part or how much of Philadelphia

they represent. By emphasizing deeper studies of groups and social networks, we
gain in the possibilities of explaining linguistic behavior, but lose the representative

characterof the earlier studies.
Tomakeup for this limitation, we plannedto supplementthesescattereddeep

studieswith a shallow but broad study, which would have sourcesof error
complementary with those of the neighborhood studies. To obtain the full benefit of

a convergenceof two methods, the second survey should exploit the dimensions of

breadth and representativeness in a single style, without attempting to obtain

samples of the vernacular or social interaction, or the benefits of the long and

penetrating interviews carried out in the neighborhoods.
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3.3. Design of the Elephone Survey. To meet these requirements,the
Telephone Survey was designed and canied out by D. Hindle. Subjects were
selectedthrougha randomchoiceof listedtelephonenumbers.They wereaskedto
participateIn a short interview dealingwith communicationin Philadelphia with
emphasison telephonecommunication, and special words and sounds of the
Philadelphia dialect that might be the sources of misunderstanding. The interviews
last no more than IS minutes. They include enough spontaneous conversation to
allow us to chart the speaker’s vowel system instrumentally. Word lists and minimal
pairswere.included. In addition, the TelephoneSurvey includedquestionson the
interpretation and acceptability of syntactic features of the Philadelphia dialect‘
positive anymore, the be auxiliary with done and■nished. .

After the subjectsindicatedthat they would participatein the interview they
were asked for permission to record. If permission was denied (2%). a

short’form

wasconducted without recording. The signal was recorded from a point prior to the
telephoneloudspeaker,on a SonyTC-‘IZOcassetterecorder.

Thequestionnaturallyaroseasto whethertelephonesignalsaregoodenough
to permit Instrumentalmeasurementsof vowels. The telephoneband is sharply
limited to a rangeof 80-3000 Hz. But a test of the samesignal recorded directly with
a Nagra-lV and a Sennheiserdynamic microphone,and recordedafter telephone
transmission, indicated that for all but the high vowels, the errors in telephone
measurementwere within an acceptable range.

From a total selection of 238 listed numbers, I96 subjects were contacted by
telephone.There were 87 refusals, and IO9 interviews were completed. Of these 60
wereanalyzed instrumentally for comparison with the white neighborhood samples

and3 whoappearedto bemembersof theblackcommunitywerestudiedseparately:

3.4. Evaluation of the ■lephoneSurvey. Thetelephonesurveyis therefore
a representativesample,within limits, of Philadelphianswho list their telephones.
Thesamplecoversa wide rangeof the city geographically,and a wider rangeof
socro-economic classes than the neighborhood studies. There are two major
problemsin determiningthe representativenessof the sample.The populationthat
cannotafford telephonesis not representedat all, and we must considerthat the
telephonesurveyis sharplytruncatedat the lowerend. Weareinformedby the Bell
TelephoneSurveyCompanythat only two-thirdsof the subscribersin Philadelphia
lrst therr telephones, and one—thirdpay to have their telephones unlisted.

Onewayto compensatefor unlistedtelephonesis to undertakea surveywith arandomselection of numbers, without drawing on telephone listings. A second way
Istocomparethe linguistic behaviorof peoplein our neighborhoodstudieswho list
their telephoneswith those who do not. Our current method is the second.
Indicationsto this point con■rm the report of the New York City Telephone
Company(New York Times, September14, 1977:35); there is no correlation
betweenlistingof telephonesandsocio-economicclass.We■ndthataboutthesame
Pmportronof our subjects in each neighborhoodpay to have their telephones
unlistedas thosereportedfor the city as a whole. Furthercomparisonof the two
Populationswill make the effect of this limitation to listed telephones more precise

.
The TelephoneSurvey is thus designedto supplementthe strengthsof the

af'glllborhood study with the advantagesof random selection, and compensate for
C Imitationsof the neighborhoodstudiesin this respect.At the sametime, the
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limitations of the telephone interviews, in their formal character, limited. length and

low sound quality are compensated for by the very high quality of the neighborhood

data in this respect.

4. Group Sessions

Some progress can be made in shifting towards the vernacularin indiVidual

interviews.But the best recordsof vernacularspeechhavebeenobtainedin group
sessions, where the effects of observation are minimized through the controlling

interaction of peers. Gumperz‘s work in Hemnes (I964) was the first to record such

group interaction systematically. The South Harlem study used group sessions

among adolescents as the primary means of obtaining records of the Black hnglish

Vernacular. The techniques for setting up and conducting such SESSIOHSare given in

detail in Labov et al. (I968zl, 57-64), with examples of the types of interaction

transcribed. In these sessions,each speakerwas recordedon a separatetrack

through a lavalier microphone, with as many asten persons present; a variety ol tape

recorderswasusedandthe transcriptionscoordinated.Speechwasrecordedduring
card games, eating and drinking, and spontaneous conversation that included

narratives, ritual insults, and confrontations.
.

To date, the South Harlem groups are the only ones that have been.studied

quantitatively, but other work is in progress. J. 'Baugh is currently analyzing data

from the black community of Pacoima, California, where he used group.sessionsas

well as individual interviews. The comparisonof thesematerialsWllh Baughs

variable rule re-analysis of the South Harlem data (I980)? will greatly extend our

knowledge of the vernacular, since the Pacoima .subjects are. young adults.

M. Goodwin has recorded groups of black youth in Philadelphia. using a single tape

recorder, as part of her long-term participant-observation. Both (ioodwms and

Baugh's materials are limited in the quality of recording, but show great success in

minimizing the effects of observation.
. .In our Philadelphia study, A. Payne conducted an extended series ol group

sessionsamong the youth of King of Prussia and surrounding communities. Here i

quadriphonicfourtrack taperecorderwas used(SonyTC 3.88-4).w1th[our lavalier
dynamic microphones (Sennheiser MD-214). Transcriptions lrom six of these

sessionsweremadeby G. Jefferson.Sinceit is pOSSibleon thiseqUipmentto isolate

one or more tracks, or hear them all together, the tracking and coordination of

spontaneousconversation are much more feasible, and the total amount ol accurate

transcription, in Jefferson’sestimation, is much higher than Wllh recordingsof

groups from a single microphone.
. ' ‘In the courseof participant-observationin SouthPhiladelphia,A. Bowerhas

recorded a number of groups at the homes of her informants. These recordings lorm

a reliable record of the vernacular in this area. No such records ol adult group

interaction are available from the earlier sociolinguistic studies such as New. York

City, Detroit, PanamaCity, or Norwich. In Philadelphia,wewill beableto calibrate

the natureof style shifting within the interview with speechusedin such group
gatherings, and so derive quantitative measuresof distance from the vernacular.

‘ See John Baugh, “A Reexamination of the Black English Copula," in Section Four of this

volume.
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In Montreal, the research group headed by G. Sankoff collected recordings of

peoplein a variety of socialcontexts.Anthropologystudentswere recruitedwho
could persuade someone to allow them to accompany them throughout the course of

a day, carrying a cassette tape recorder. This model was developed further by

A. Paynein our Philadelphiastudy.SheaccompaniedCarol Myers, oneof hermain
informants, throughout her working day and at home, using a Nagra-lV tape
recorderand a Sennheiser404 condensermicrophone.Recordingsmade in the
travel agency where the informant worked have remarkable clarity and variety of
social interaction which have made them a valuable base for analysis of
conversation, and for deeper analysis of phonetic variation. A second series of tape
recordings was made at a bridge game, with each player using a separate lavalier
microphone.

D. Hindle is currently engaged in a detailed analysis of the Alice B. materials,
using instrumental measurementsof vowel position to relate linguistic performance

to social interaction. Through this study, we hope to obtain further insight into the
mechanism of linguistic change by determining the circumstances under which the.
most advanced tokens of a sound change in progress are realized.

In the light of the many advantages of group sessions, it is easy to disregard

someof their limitations. First of all, there is no known way of sampling the groups
of a society, and no way of determining what proportion of the total number of
intersectingcollectionsof peoplehavebeenrecorded.If wecouldenumerateall the
groups in a neighborhood, it would still not be possible to record more than a few in

group sessions, and the opportunity to study those would be the result of many
accidental factors. It is possible to obtain very good sound quality in group sessions,
though the equipment most often used does not give this result. But even with the
bestequipment,we find thatsomeindividualsdo not talk very muchin a group. In
our South Harlem studies, the most extreme example was Jesse H., who never
spokea single word in two group sessions. Yet Jessewas well known to be a person
of consequence, who others turned to for advice, and in individual interviews he

talked freely and at great length.

5. Rapid and Anonymous Surveys

The various methods set out in the preceding sections converge upon the
general object of characterizing the speech community in ways that are relatively
independentof the social position of the observer.The method of rapid and
anonymous surveys (hereafter R&A) provides another source of data that is even
more distinct in its perspective and in the strengths and weaknessesof the data
provided.

The initial example of R&A studies in the sociolinguistic literature was
carriedout in New YorkCity departmentstores,andis describedin detail in Labov
I972, Ch. 2. Employeesof threelargedepartmentstoreswereaskedfor directions
for an item that was in fact located on the fourth ■oor.The phonetic realization of (r)
infourth■oor wasthusrecordedtwice in handwrittennotes.

The department store survey provided sourcesof error that were complemen-
tarywith the surveyof the Lower EastSide.The EastSide interviewsrecordeda
greatdealof dataof high quality, supportedby full demographicinformation; yet
theywere limited in geographic range within the city, and had only partial successin
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, .
overcoming the effects of observation. The department store data was quite limited

in volume and quality, and there 'was very little information on the background of

the speakers; but it included a much larger geographic base, and the effects of

observation were minimal. Furthermore, a great deal of data could be accumulated

in a very short time.
Several similar studies were carried out by students of sociolinguistic

stratification in other areas (Allen I968), and the method has proved quite effective

in giving a rapid profile of a single variable in a new area. R&A studies may be seen

asspecimensof the more generalclassof “unobtrusiveobservations"(Webbet al.
I966).

In our current studiesof Philadelphia,we haveusedR&A methodologyto
trace the path of a particular sound change in progress which is most easily traced by

impressionisticmeans.The cluster(str) representsthe variationbetweena hissing
and a hushing sibilant before /tr/, though it also extends to /st/ clusters without a
following /r/ and across word boundaries. We obtained data on (str) in a wide variety

of Philadelphia neighborhoods by asking for directions in the neighborhood of a
given street which had a name of a form X Street. However, we asked

“Can you tell me how to get to X Avenue?"

In the great majority of cases, the informants would respond “X Street?" with

considerable emphasis on street. This technique for obtaining extra emphasis on the

variable without formal elicitation was also used effectively in an R&A inquiry in

Paris, with B. Simblist, where we inquired for “la rue Taba" in the vicinity of rue

Tabac, in order to obtain data on the palatalization of final /k/.

The sampling techniques of R&A methods can be quite precise, and represent

a well-de■ned population: i.e., all those people found in a public place during a

certain time. Salespeoplein departmentstoresare a fixed quantity, and easy to

represent.But R&A studiescarriedout in residentialareasare samplingsof the

population found on the street, and the relation of this population to the total

residentialpopulation is notknown.

6. Rating the Methods of Acquiring
Sociolinguistlc Data

Seven methods of gathering data are used: sociolinguistic surveys of

individuals; interviews in the neighborhood studies as first interviews; and as
continued interviews; group sessions;participant-observation; telephone interviews;

and rapid and anonymous surveys. Each of these are rated on seven different

criteria: the possibility of obtaining a representative sample; the demographic data

obtained; the comparability of the data obtained; successin minimizing the effects

of observation; the quality of the sound recorded; the volume of data obtained; and

the feasibility of including ■eld experiments.

The ratings are in accordancewith the discussions in the preceding pages. It

can readily be seenthat no one method is excellent in all respects,and some are very
sharply limited. But the joint use of several such methods allows us to converge

upon our ultimate object: to obtain reliable and valid records of the language used in

the speechcommunity.
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7. Pollcy towards the Protection 0! Data
and Subjects’ nghts

«(This erort. on methodswould not becompleteif it did not deal with several
Flue. ItanS‘O somal policy that must confront anyone who collects recorded data
rom t .e speech community. One is the issue of candid recording; a second is the

phrotj■pon(:1:thedanppymity of the subjects and preservation of the con■dentiality of
e ' a ga ere . is rnevita ly involves the roblem of "access ~

other researchers.
P [0 the rewrds by

. '
7. l. Candid recording. In general, we have set a simple and clear policy to

lorbid candid recording: At all times, the speakerwho is recorded must know that he
is being recorded. This principle follows equally from practical and ethical
considerations. It is our opinion that researchers who engage in candid recordin v
WI” eventually cause repressive legislation. The policy we have maintained

ft:

some time is consistent with the procedures advocated by the Committee on Human
Subjects at the University of Pennsylvania.

.
from a practical viewpoint, such candid recordings have little value for

linguistic research, since the quality of the data gathered is so poor that the
interpretation of the words uttered is often arbitrary. To obtain good sound
recording. it is necessary to pay close attention to signal level and monitor
equipiitent at many points in the process. Even when recording is done on an
informed and principled basis, many field workers fail to achieve high qualit
recordings through their reluctance to pay attention to their equipment. A

hiddeh

tape recorder and a hidden microphone produce data that is as doubtful as the
method itself. ‘

Some researchers have taken advantage of the presence of built-in mic-
rophones to deceive subjects 'in what seemsto them an innocuous way. They use a
lavalier microphone during the interview proper, and then disconnect that

microphone, leaving the built-in microphone Operating. We have never employed
thisde‘vrcein LCV. Recordingsof this type havelittle value for us; but evenif the
recordings from the built-in microphone had satisfactory quality from a distance of a
meteror two, it seemsto us that the effects of such mild deceit will be damaging in
the long run. The subject is usually told afterwards that he was recorded and asked
for permisSionto use the material. It should be borne in mind that when

he grants

permission, it is a matter of record that such indirect means were used. Long-term

contacts Wllh a neighborhood can only suffer from such techniques.

.
Thereremain many situations where it may happen that speakersare recorded

Withouttheir knowledge.In the courseof a recordedinterview, new partiesmay
arrive on the scene without being invited. It is not necessarily the responsibility of
the inte'rViewer to intemipt whoever is speaking in order to enter into new
negotiations.It is our practiceto makesucha re-introductionwhenevera natural
pauseor break in the conversation makes it practical, if others do not do so first

'
Finally there is an issue concerning recording in public places. No one will

objectto recordinga bandin a parade,or a streetcornerorator.()ur SouthHarlem
S■grdE-include a recording of aconfrontationbetween John Lewis and a pitchman

wa~
hojected to LeWIss recording him..LerS stoutly maintained that if the man

8 onest he would have had no objection to being recorded, and refused to back
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down. The general principle is to avoid any act that would be embarrassing to
explain if it became a public issue, and here Lewis felt no embarrassment.

There is no consensus on the rules for recording in public places. Some

membersof LCV believe that ifa party is talking loud enough in a restaurant for any
stranger to hear, it is quite legitimate to record them; others disagree. Though it is

not likely that such data will be important for quantitative analysis of linguistic

changeand variation, there are times when it may be valuable quantitative evidence

on the use of syntactic or discourse structures. It is possible that such data can be
recorded more efficiently in Gregg shorthand, and some members of the staff are
currently making efforts to develop the useof this phonetic method.

7.2. Protection of anonymity. All subjects recorded by LCV are assured

that no one will listen to the tape recordings except members of the researchgroup.
Thoughthis is not an importantconsiderationfor everysubjectwe dealwith, it is a
standard policy maintained over more than a decade. When excerpts or charts are
published, it is always with pseudonyms and pseudostreets,and considerable care is

taken to be sure that no quotation permits the identification of the person.

7.3. Access to tape recordings. At present, the archives of LCV amount to
approximately 4,000 hours Of tape recordings, covering a number of research

projects over a span of IS years. Access to thesematerials is limited to members of

the research group, in accordance with our statements to subjects. The strict

commitment to this policy makes it impossible for LCV to adopt the practice of the

University of Montreal group, who madetheir tape recordingsavailableto any
scholar interested in Canadian French. In any case, we do not believe that it is

possible for someone to do an effective analysis of recorded speech without any
familiarity with the speechcommunity it comes from. When a new personjoins our
researchgroup, and makes a significant contribution to the materials by contributing

from hisor herown ■eldwork, thenaccessto thegeneralbodyof taperecordingsis
given on the same basis as to other members of the staff.

With these limitations to a generalized access,it should be stated that any tape
recordings that form the basis of our conclusions are available to corroborate those
conclusions, in the same way that any library sources are. Visitors from other

researchgroups, conducting parallel studies, are frequently given the opportunity to

listen to a wide variety of materialsfrom our tape recordings,with the general
understanding that we are engaged in the joint study of linguistic change and.

variation. Reliability tests or new instrumental analyses can be made from any of

these tape recordings by scholars who have reason to believe that it would be

important to do so, as long as they subscribe to the samegeneral policies outlined in
thissection.Towardsthisend,we will continueto publishour analysesof datawith
eachindividual citation identifiedby tapenumber,sex,andthe speechcommunity
that is represented.
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